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Abstract— While using the cloud storage services on resource
constraint mobile device, the mobile user needs to ensure the
confidentiality of the critical data before uploading on the cloud
storage. The resource limitation of mobile devices restricts
mobile users for executing complex security operations using
computational power of mobile devices. To make security
schemes suitable for mobile devices, large volume of existing
security schemes execute complex security operations remotely
on cloud or trusted third party. Alternatively, few of the existing
security schemes focus on the reduction of the computational
complexity of the cryptographic algorithms. Keeping in view the
resource limitation of mobile devices, this paper, introduces an
incremental cryptographic version of the existing security
schemes, such as encryption-based scheme, coding-based scheme,
and sharing-based scheme, for improving the block(s)
modification operations in term of resource utilization on mobile
device. The experimental results show significant improvement in
resource utilization on mobile device while performing block
insertion, deletion, and modification operations as compared to
the original version of the aforementioned schemes.
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INTRODUCTION

An emerging computing paradigm offers vast range of IT
services to cloud subscribers [1, 2]. The cloud subscribers must
pay-per-use basis of the cloud resources [3]. The offered
services provide the support of elasticity [4] for meeting the
fluctuating computational requirements of the cloud subscriber.
The cloud subscriber can upgrade and downgrade the cloud
services on fly according to the desirable computational
requirements at any given time. Likewise, the accessibility of
cloud elastic services on resource constraint mobile devices
laid foundation for a new computing paradigm, called mobile
cloud computing [5, 6]. The main objectives of the mobile
cloud computing are to increase the processing/storage
capabilities of the mobile device and reduce the energy
consumption while executing the computationally intensive
jobs. To achieve the aforementioned objectives, mobile users
offload processing intensive and storage demanding portion of
mobile application from resource constraint mobile device to
resource enriched cloud. The offloading of the processing

intensive and storage demanding portion(s) of mobile
application enhances the capabilities of mobile devices in term
of processing, storage, and battery [7, 8]. The wireless
technologies, such as Wi-Fi, Wi-Max, 3G, 4G, or Satellite
Internet connectivity, can be used for communication between
mobile users and cloud services provider.
In spite a large range of services offered by cloud, most of
the business organizations are not interested to adopt such
services due to risks associated with security and privacy. The
execution of the cloud subscribers’ jobs in a trusted mode and
assurance of the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity [9, 10]
of uploaded data on cloud may increase the number of potential
cloud’s subscribers. The research organizations and academia
are continuously identifying and resolving the security and
privacy issues in cloud environment. However, there are still a
few grey areas that must be addressed, such as perfect isolation
of virtual machines on cloud server [11]. Due to the inherited
nature of mobile cloud computing, the security threats of cloud
computing are also shifted in mobile cloud computing with the
additional limitations of resource constraint mobile devices.
Keeping in view the resource limitation of mobile devices,
there is a need of light-weight security schemes. There are two
approaches adopted in literature for keeping the security
operations light-weight [1]. In the first approach, the
processing intensive security operations are offloaded on the
cloud in a trusted mode. The second approach reduces the
computational complexity of cryptographic operations and
executes entire security operations on mobile device.
By considering the resource limitation of mobile devices,
this paper introduces the incremental version of encryptionbased scheme, coding-based scheme, and sharing-based
scheme that provides confidentiality and integrity services to
mobile users for the file(s) stored on the cloud storage. If the
data owner wants to update the encrypted file uploaded on the
cloud storage, after modification the existing schemes encrypt
and upload entire file on cloud storage without considering the
updated portion of file. If there is a minor change in the
uploaded file, even then mobile user must repeat the entire
encryption and uploading process that needs to be improved.
The incremental version of the aforementioned schemes
improves the file modification operations using the block

insertion, deletion, and modification operations. The proposed
schemes require comparatively more processing while
performing initial encryption and uploading due to the
involvement of extra file management and cryptographic
operations. However, in the long run, this process will improve
the file modification operations in terms of turnaround time,
communication overhead, and energy consumption on the
mobile devices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the existing security schemes proposed for MCC. In
section III, we define the incremental version of security
schemes. The results of the comprehensive empirical analysis
with some critical remarks are presented in section IV. We
conclude our work in section V.
EXISTING SECCURITY SCHMES FOR MOBILE CLOUD
COMPUTING

II.

To increase the processing capability of mobile devices,
most of the existing literature focuses on the offloading of
computationally intensive jobs on the cloud. However,
offloading and execution of jobs on cloud should be in a
trusted mode. The security issues that arise due to offloading
of portion(s) of an application on cloud are identified and
addressed in [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], and [19].
To increase the storage capacity, mobile users may utilize
cloud storage services. The loss of the physical control on the
uploaded files laid foundation for new security issues that are
identified and covered in [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26],
and [27]. Due to space limitation, we cannot include the
details description of aforementioned security schemes.
However, interested reader may refer to [1] for detail
description, shortcoming, and strength of the aforementioned
schemes.
This paper only covers the incremental version of (a)
encryption based scheme, (b) coding based scheme, and (c)
sharing based scheme presented in [21]. We have selected
these schemes due to the following reasons:
• Focus of the abovementioned schemes is on the
reduction of the computational complexity of the
cryptographic algorithms for providing confidentiality
and integrity services.
• Entire security operations are executed on the mobile
device which helps to identify the performance
improvement of incremental version of the
aforementioned schemes on mobile device
The notations used in this paper are presented in Table I.
Table I: Notations and abbreviations
No
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Notation
FN
FS
PwD
EK
IK
HMAC

7)
8)
9)

MAC
||
EF

Abbreviation
File Name
File Size
Password
Encryption Key
Integrity Key
Hash-based Message
Authentication Code
Message Authentication Code
String Concatenation
Encrypted File

10)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

⊕
F
DF
Α
SC
AR
RS

Exclusive-OR
Original File
Decrypted File
Coding Vector
Secrecy Code
Accumulative Results
Random Shares

A. Encryption-based Scheme (EnS)
EnS uses standard cryptography functions for providing
confidentiality and integrity services to mobile users in cloud
environment. When a mobile user wants to upload file(s) on
cloud server(s), mobile user provides a password which is
transformed into encryption and integrity keys using the
following procedure:
||
||
(1)
||
||
(2)
where H refers to the standard hash function and || denotes
the concatenation operation. To achieve confidentiality,
files are encrypted using standard cryptography function
and encryption key as:
(3)
To achieve integrity, message authentication code is generated
using the cryptographic hash function and integrity key as
shown below:
(4)
Thereafter, the mobile user uploads the encrypted file together
with the H(FN) and message authentication code on the cloud
storage. To keep the file more secure, mobile user only saves
file name in local file table and deletes the encryption key,
integrity key, and original file from the mobile local storage.
For downloading a file, a mobile user sends downloading
request along with the H(FN) to the cloud service provider.
The cloud service provider searches for the file on the basis of
received H(FN) and delivers the corresponding encrypted file
along with the message authentication code to the requesting
entity. To decrypt a file, mobile user has to provide a
password which is transformed into encryption and integrity
keys using the similar procedure discussed in (1) and (2). The
generated keys are used to decrypt and verify the integrity of
the uploaded file as shown in (5) and (6).
(5)
(6)
The downloaded message authentication code is compared
with the newly calculated message authentication code to
confirm the integrity of the downloaded file. Similarity of
message authentication codes confirms the integrity of the
uploaded file.
B. Coding-based Scheme (CoS)
CoS uses matrix multiplication and cryptographic hash
function for providing confidentiality and integrity services to
mobile users in cloud environment. For uploading, the mobile
user divides the file into ‘d’ parts, each part is represented in
the form of matrix having ‘t’ rows of size ‘n’ bits. The mobile
user must provide a password to generate the coding vector as
shown in (7). The coding vector is generated by performing
recursive hash function on concatenation of password, file
name, and file size.

||

||

1

,

(7)

,
,2
The coding vector is generated on the basis of password that is
only known to the owner of the file; therefore the coding
vector is used as an encryption key and multiplied with the
matrix form of each part of file to achieve the confidentiality
as expressed in the following equation.
,1

1

(8)

‘F[i][j]’ is the representation of jth part of file. To achieve
integrity, the mobile user produces the integrity key by
applying standard hash functions on the concatenation of the
coding vector elements. The cryptographic hash function
along with the integrity key is used to generate the message
authentication code as expressed in the following equations.
(9)
|| || … ||
(10)
,
Thereafter, the generated secrecy codes along with the
corresponding H(FN+j) and message authentication code is
uploaded on the cloud storage. The secrecy codes can be
uploaded on a single or multiple cloud servers. For security
reasons, the mobile user only saves the file name in the local
file table and deletes the coding vector, integrity key, and
original file from the local storage of mobile.
While downloading, the mobile user sends the
downloading requests for each of the secrecy code along with
H(FN+j). The cloud service provider searches for the secrecy
code on the basis of received H(FN+j) and sends the
corresponding secrecy code along with message authentication
code to the requesting entity. To decrypt a file, the mobile user
provides a password that is transformed into the coding vector
and the integrity key using the same procedure discussed in
(7) and (9). The downloaded secrecy codes are multiplied with
inverse of a coding vector for producing the original file as
expressed in the following equation.
(11)
,1
1
To verify the integrity of the uploaded file, the message
authentication code is generated on the decrypted file and the
newly generated integrity key. Similarity of the downloaded
and recalculated message authentication codes confirms the
integrity of the downloaded file.
C. Sharing-based Scheme (ShS)
ShS uses a similar procedure for integrity verification as
discussed in EnS. Confidentiality is achieved using simple
exclusive-OR operations, we will only limit our discussion on
confidentiality services for ShS in this section.
For uploading a file, the mobile user generates (d – 1) random
shares/files, each having size equal to the original file.
Confidentiality is achieved in two phases. In the first phase, all
(d - 1) random shares are exclusive-OR with each other to
produce the accumulative result. In the second phase, the
accumulative result is further exclusive-OR with the original
file to produce dth share as shown in the following equation.
(12)
⊕
(13)
⊕

All ‘d’ shares along with the H(FN+j) and message
authentication code are uploaded on the cloud storage. The
shares can be stored on a single or multiple cloud server(s).
While downloading, the mobile user sends the
downloading requests for each share along with H(FN+j). The
cloud service provider searches for the share on the basis of
received H(FN+j) and sends the corresponding share along
with the message authentication code to the requesting entity.
To decode a file, the mobile user performs exclusive-OR
operations on received ‘d’ shares as expressed in the following
equation.
(14)
⊕
The
aforementioned
security
schemes
provide
confidentiality and integrity of the mobile user’s files/data
stored on distrusted cloud servers. However, when mobile user
wants to change the contents of the uploaded file in each
scheme, the mobile user encrypts the whole file and uploads
on the cloud server after modification. If there is a small
modification in the downloaded file, even than mobile user
has to encrypt and upload the entire file on the cloud server
that consumes more resources on the mobile device. Keeping
in view the resources limitation of mobile devices, this paper
introduces incremental version of the aforementioned schemes
to improve the resource utilization of mobile device while
performing the file modification operations. Moreover, the
impact of the incremental version on turnaround time and
energy consumption during initial encryption process is also
analyzed.
III.

INCREMENTAL VERSION OF SECURITY SCHEMES FOR
MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING ENVIRONMENTS

For improving the file modification operations in term of
turnaround time and energy consumption, the original file is
divided into equal-size ‘d’ blocks of the ‘n’ bits, so the
following condition must be satisfied:
(15)
%
0
In practice, to guarantee this symmetric file defragmentation,
usually some extra bits must be padded at the end of the file.
To achieve confidentiality, the mobile user provides a
password that is transformed into encryption and integrity
keys using the same process discussed in (1) and (2). Each
block of the file is encoded separately and the final encrypted
file is generated by performing the concatenation operation as
expressed in the following equations.
(16)
,
1
(17)
|| || || || … … ||
The message authentication code is generated separately for
each block of the file using cryptographic hash function. The
final message authentication code is generated by performing
cryptographic hash function on the concatenation of the
individual file blocks’ message authentication code as
expressed in the following equations.
(18)
,
1
(19)
||
|| … … ||
Thereafter, the mobile user uploads the encrypted file
together with H(FN), blocks’ message authentication code,

and final message authentication code. For security reasons,
mobile user only stores file name and value of ‘d’ in the local
file table and deletes security keys, codes, and original file.
The value of ‘d’ is used to perform block insertion, deletion,
and modification operations later on. The overall system
model is shown in Fig. 1.

secrecy code. The incremental version of ShS uses exclusiveOR based secret sharing for encoding and decoding the file’s
chunks.
The incremental version of EnS, CoS, and ShS consume
more resources for encryption and decryption on the mobile
device due to generation of the extra message authentication
codes and file management overhead. However, the proposed
encryption process makes the block insertion, deletion, and
modification operations efficient in term of turnaround time
and energy consumption on mobile device. In this paper, we
assume that the mobile user modified only whole block in a
file. When the mobile user wants to modify a block in the file,
the mobile user downloads the corresponding file and decrypts
using the aforementioned procedure. Thereafter, the mobile
user modifies block(s), only encrypts the updated block, and
generates the corresponding message authentication code(s).
The modified encrypted block information is delivered to the
cloud service provider for file updating on the basis of the
owner request. The file modification request contains the
fields shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Overall system model for the proposed scheme
For downloading a file, the mobile user sends the
downloading request along with the H(FN) to the cloud
service provider. The cloud service provider delivers the
encrypted file along with the corresponding message
authentication code. To decrypt the downloaded file, the
mobile user provides a password that is transformed into
encryption key and integrity key. The downloaded file is
divided into ‘d’ blocks as discussed above. The blocks of the
file are decrypted and concatenated appropriately with each
other to produce the original file as expressed in the following
equations.
(20)
, 1
(21)
|| || || || … … ||
To verify the integrity of the download file, mobile user
generates the message authentication code using the procedure
discussed in (22) and (23).
(22)
, 1
(23)
||
|| … … ||
Same value of downloaded message authentication code and
recalculated message authentication code confirms the
integrity of the downloaded file.
The incremental version of each scheme performs integrity
verification using similar process. However, confidentiality is
achieved through different processes for each scheme. For the
incremental version of EnS, the standard cryptography
functions are used to encrypt and decrypt the file’s chunks.
For the experimental setup, DES (encrypts/decrypts 64 bits
data block using 56 bits key) and SHA-1 are used to provide
confidentiality and integrity services to mobile users. In the
incremental version of CoS, coding vector matrix is generated
using the process discussed in (7). The generated coding
vector matrix is multiplied with the file’s chunks to get the

Figure 2: Block modification request
If file modification request contains an insert operation, the
block number field contains information about the location
where mobile user wants to insert the block. The cloud service
provider inserts the block data to the respective position along
with the message authentication code. Due to change in the
file contents, the cloud service provider also updates the final
message authentication code on the basis of received
information. Moreover, the mobile user increments the value
of ‘d’ in the local file table for the corresponding file record. If
the file modification request contains block deletion operation,
the block number field contains information about the location
where mobile user wants to delete the block. The cloud service
provider deletes the block and updates the final message
authentication code. In case of delete operation, the block data
and block MAC fields contain a null value. Additionally, the
mobile user decreases the value of ‘d’ by one in the local file
table for the corresponding file record. If the received
operation on cloud side is an update operation, the cloud
service provider updates the corresponding block data, block’s
message authentication code, and final message authentication
code with new received values. Furthermore, value of the ‘d’
remains unchanged.
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The aforementioned security schemes are implemented in
the BlackBerry JDE 7.0.0. The implemented cloud client
applications are deployed on the BlackBerry 9900
smartphone. The cloud client application sends the http
requests to communicate with the hosted web instant on the

cloud. The hosted web instant receives the http requests and
provides the storage and processing services to the requesting
entity. The dataset that is used for experimental setup to
evaluate the turnaround time and energy consumption is given
in Table II.

Figure 4: Turnaround time during downloading

Table II: The experimental dataset for performance
Evaluation
No.
1)
2)
3)
4)

File Size
1048576 Bytes
1572864 Bytes
2097152 Bytes
2621440 Bytes

Total Files
50
50
50
50

The performance of the security schemes are evaluated on
the basis of turnaround time and energy consumption. To
evaluate the energy consumption and turnaround time on the
blackberry smartphone, DeviceInfo API and System class
method currentTimeMillis() are used. Each experiment is
performed ten times and average results are presented in the
graphs.
A. Turnaround Time and Energy Consumption during
Uploading and Downloading
In the case of uploading, the turnaround time includes file
reading time, encryption time, and uploading time. In the case
of downloading, the turnaround time is a time required to send
downloading request, time required to download file, and
decryption time. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 report that the incremental
version of the existing schemes requires more time to
complete uploading and downloading requests due to the
involvement of extra message authentication codes, file
partitioning, and reassembling overhead. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6
show energy consumption during uploading and downloading,
respectively.

Figure 5: Energy consumption during uploading

Figure 6: Energy consumption during downloading
B. Turnaround Time and Energy Consumption during Block
Modification Operation
The turnaround time and energy consumption are
evaluated by performing a single block modification
operation. In the EnS, CoS, and ShS, the whole file is
encrypted and uploaded on the cloud server that consumes
considerable amount of resources on the mobile device.
However, the incremental version of the aforementioned
schemes only encrypts and uploads the modified block(s) on
the cloud server. The encryption and uploading of the
modified block improves the turnaround time and energy
consumption on the mobile device as expressed in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8, respectively.

Figure 3: Turnaround time during uploading

Figure 7: Turnaround time during block modification
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[11]

[12]

Figure 8: Energy consumption during block modification
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the incremental version of the EnS, CoS, and
ShS are compared with the original versions on the basis of
turnaround time and energy consumption. During the initial
encryption and uploading, the incremental version of the
proposed scheme consumed more resources on mobile device
as compared to the original versions due to the involvement of
extra file management overhead. However, the incremental
versions show significant improvement in performance while
performing the block(s) modification operation. In some
scenario, the incremental versions consume more resources as
compared to original versions, such as the owner of the file
wants to change all the file blocks. In such scenario, the
mobile user has to encrypt and generate the message
authentication code for all blocks. However, the possibility of
occurrence of such case is negligible.
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